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ABSTRACT 

This research project develops a new deep neural network model for real-time human 

movement prediction based on human habits and emotion through the layering of neural networks, 

computer vision algorithms, and mathematical matching with a dynamic database. By combining 

multiple residual neural networks using different layering algorithms, the new model can increase 

prediction accuracies with reduced errors because of how each neural network adjusts to fill in the 

gaps left behind be each other to average out a proper evaluation of human motion. Specifically, 

the new model contains the following components: ResNet50 and altered ResNet34 on ImageNet 

for motion in all three dimensions, FURIA algorithm on Dlib 68 facial landmarks for emotion, and 

a nearest neighbor neural network for prediction based off locomotion. The result of this 

combination was that the prediction would take 0.05 milliseconds after emotion is selected to 

initiate its prediction path. The prediction module follows motion at first but with reduced accuracy 

until emotion is given to give a proper prediction with visualized projection. As its database of 

motions grows, the accuracy grows as well which leads to near real-time movement prediction. In 

the experiments, the new model outperforms existing models in both prediction accuracy and 

training speed due to this dynamic database. While other models require retraining of the neural 

networks to adjust to new testing data, this model relies on only database motion additions which 

greatly speeds up overall training and testing. The possible usages of this model are, but not limited 

to, health caregiving, culprit movements during police engagements, and child safety monitoring.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Description 

Real-time human movement prediction in current times is necessary for the speed of 

humanity’s advancements in technology and their true randomness in actions, making this 

research imperative to better categorize human intentions and actions for deep learning and 

artificial intelligence. To predict human movement in real time means that not only will high risk 

situations such as hostage situations could be handled for least casualty but also even to injury 

prevention based on human subject evaluation before the next actions occur. Furthering this, by 

accomplishing real-time human movement, it can be applied to national and international security 

in criminal chases, searching, and multi-faction investigations along with military strategy for the 

most efficient and lowest casualty outcomes. Now, to predict human movement, anyone can 

assume that if neural networks and computer vision are used on videos or pictures, then they may 

be able predict the next frames in the recorded data until near perfect accuracy. However, this is 

only for the static unchanging data sets that the human developers can properly test by knowing 

what the next movement will be and properly train the neural networks on the specific data sets. 

The problem with this is that humans can make infinite choices based on more than just their 

static body movements since they are not required to follow any script as the data sets the neural 

networks are training on use. This makes real-time prediction less accurate than the data set 

predictions and as such must be improved on with multiple other human features detection, 

recognition, and analysis. 
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One approach to solve this issue is to use motion capture and directly create datasets for neural 

networks to learn through recorded 3D skeleton from the motion captured video input [33]. Even 

though this may be able to increase the amount of poses and actions that the learning data sets 

can contain for the sake of decreasing human unpredictability, they also greatly increase the time 

and training required for the learning process. Also, it is fully based on movement without taking 

into account what the human subject may be feeling or attempting to do next. This approach is 

selective to the developer’s mind and skill with motion capture but that does not encompass the 

majority of possibilities, allowing for a higher accuracy learning curve but with one that tapers 

off at a point. 

Now to go further in to narrow down the options that a human may make would be to 

recognize the emotions that they are expressing. This was covered in Man Hao et al’s study on 

visual-audio emotion recognition where they were able to accurately identify different emotions 

[12]. The data sets they used covered multiple emotions for the sake of understanding human 

emotions to the point of eventual human robot interactions. This recognition approach did 

decrease the possible number of options a human may take in movement, but was not used to 

predict motion. 

After being able to understand human motion on the 3d skeleton view for precise feature 

matching and emotion recognition for artificial intelligence interaction, the next step would be to 

broaden the horizons to social media. The approach focused on social media in text, audio, and 

visual representation to better gauge human habits and emotion [30]. They ran different 

algorithms for each individual medium and combinations of mediums before fusing them into 

one complete algorithm that reached an average of seventy-five percent accuracy. Afterwards 

when using two versions of the fused algorithm on the individual data sets again, the accuracy 
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ranged from 75% on the first and 95% on the second. This was a major improvement for emotion 

detection and will be able to fully narrow down the options a human may take in movement. 

Though, it is lacking the actual movement part but to combine it with the previous two studies, it 

should be able to properly predict movement. However, having old data that is not current is a 

drawback but by having deep learning with this amount of accuracy, real-time should be 

manageable. 

As seen in the previous section, combining different aspects of computer vision and deep 

learning to understand human nature from body movement prediction to emotion recognition and 

body movement, the complexity of neural network architecture increases with each additional 

factor added on. However, there are ways to shorten individual pieces or combinations as seen in 

these related works, but they have yet to be worked together for the purpose of this project. 

Through the studies of Yuxin Hou et al., by using the internet as an ever growing and easily 

sampled dataset, they could pick and choose what is required with various randomness added of 

which led them to their dataset Soul Dancer. They used an emotion-based action generation 

(EBAG) structure that was separated into two parts. These were an emotion-based pose sequence 

generation approach (EPOSE-GAN) as the first part and targeted video frames to understand the 

emotion, body movement, and potential future movement as the second part [13]. This was done 

by first attaining the starting pose frame from a video file or picture and then running a GRU 

structure to generate the next frames. In order to fine tune this to remove noise and have a more 

accurate evaluation is to have each GRU to be separated with a convolution layer in between 

before continuing to the next frame. However, in order to narrow down what the actor would do 

next, they take in and identify the emotions shown on the face from the single frame. Now, for 

validation, it was necessary to reference the original dataset or the ground truth to run with it for 
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matching. That is when the emotion comes in that determines which frame should be selected 

next out of the dataset. By matching the emotion to its categorized section and then the pose to 

the dataset within the section by deep learning, it has a more accurate prediction of the next 

frames. 

Unfortunately, as of this current time, the predictions are only matched to a specific pose set 

called Soul Dancer which makes this only applicable to that specific set of poses and emotions. 

Even though the emotions allow for multiple different generated frames, they are still limited due 

to the first frame and then each continuous frame afterwards, the convolutions blur the frame 

slightly more to the point where eventually it will become ambiguous. For short intervals in a 

select area, this study had a high matching rate and must be able to incorporate more parts of 

which will be built upon since for more complex situations, there is a need for more body part 

locations. However, for longer predictions, it falls short and as such needs to be cleaned up to 

balance the convolutions so that there would be less noise. In addition to this, for each time the 

dataset is updated, the entire system has to be retrained. 

Now, in order to properly predict movement position with or without context of the original 

object would be to use prior knowledge of the object or similar objects. This study is similar to 

the context of the Soul Dancer’s learning but it is meant to having a higher accuracy of up to 

ninety-six percent. Mohammed Abdalla et al.’s DeepMotions project achieves this and was tested 

on Microsoft Research and OpenStreetMap datasets [1]. First the DeepMotions system uses its 

Similarity Module to compare the query object’s trajectory with other similar moving objects in 

its system before further narrowing down the motion by extracting the latent motion patterns. 

Once that is finished, DeepMotions uses its Prediction Building Module to build motion 

dependencies and generate predictions which then outputs a hash-table data structure that shows 
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where the pixels moved to in multiple possible motion predictions. This module is a bi-directional 

recurrent neural network embedded with LSTM units (BiLSTM) that can efficiently predict the 

forward and backward layers around the original frame. Then the path with the highest probability 

of occurring is chosen from the prediction building module’s hash-table. This works in a loop 

until all future edges of the next frames are predicted. These predictions are then put up against 

LSTM, GRU, and LSTM+GRU systems for accuracy and loss values of which not only shows 

that the DeepMotions system has higher accuracy and lower loss values but also that their average 

of twenty percent accuracy increase against its competitors has an equivalence to three loss values 

decreases. This allows for a more efficient system that has only a minimal system overhead. 

However, the one area that DeepMotions is lacking is emotions which can cause the entire motion 

prediction change in one frame. Though, with its high accuracy, it would allow for most 

predictions in similar situations to its learning. Unfortunately, that is the extent of its power since 

it is left to the programmers to choose what it can predict based on their choice of dataset 

sampling. Overall, each of these methods tracked either motion or emotion and always predicted 

on a set dataset which required training with every change to it, making it take longer and be 

more costly as it grows. 

 

1.2 Contributions 

In this project, a framework focused around the Unity Game Engine is created that uses 

multiple smaller scale neural networks in tandem with each to achieve a faster real-time 

prediction rate. The purpose of this is to be able to use live footage broadcast, video files, and 

recorded animation files to predict movement with the least system resources. With the use of 

emotion, movement, and tracking in accordance to database, the accuracy grows as more data is 
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given without having additional resource costs due to emotion and movement categorization. In 

order to decrease strain on the system, the database could be customized for certain situations 

ranging from possible movements that may put someone at medical risk to on-foot police chases 

to toddlers walking around the house. 

The main contributions of this article are: 

· Creating a Unity Game Engine framework for fast input and output. 

· Analyzing the difference in routes emotion can cause to movement. 

· Comparing performance speed and accuracy on Human3.6M datasets. 
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY 

 2.1 Feature Selection and Feature Extraction 

Many neural networks and large datasets focus on having a lot of data to work with and analyze 

in controlled environments, but for proper tracking in real-time, speed is required. This is why 

having the least amount of coordinates that still can show a clear picture of movement is the best 

option. By having the neural networks be used only for tracking, this allows for an easier dynamic 

database for prediction with various data inputs. 

The methodology of how features are selected is shown below in Figure 2.1 to represent 

how they run parallel and are sent to the prediction phase. The first step is the input which is either 

live feed or a video file where the motion and emotion must be selected from. The two residual 

networks are a ResNet50 also known as PoseNet and a ResNet34 which is used for 3D Pose. They 

are both trained on ImageNet but the ResNet34’s layering was modified by ThreeDPoseBarracuda 

to have 3D heatmaps with 3D coordinate rotations [12]. They are read by Unity Barracuda as 

nnmodels and then are applied to the video player’s textures or live webcam feed textures. From 

here, heatmaps and keypoints are found from the trained annotated coordinates found from the 

datasets. The heatmaps allow for 3D coordinates and the keypoints allow for 2D coordinates which 

combined allow for pinpoint tracking. Once the movement features are selected, they are extracted 

as an animation file and a dynamic coordinates array. Depending on the format, emotion can be 

found in several ways. In this project, the emotion comes from RAGE Project’s Emotion Detection 

Asset for Unity that uses an unordered fuzzy rule induction (FURIA algorithm) which has seven 

outputs including Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neutral, Sad, and Surprise. Unlike smaller neural 
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networks meant for key large body part identification and joint detection, this algorithm finds all 

sixty-eight landmarks of the face to understand what emotion is being expressed through 

trigonometric evaluations. The emotions are then extracted based on the user’s input of when to 

record the emotion due to its dynamic recording. Once the user selects when to record the emotion, 

the live feed’s or video footage’s current frame is saved and the emotion scores are extracted. 

 

Figure 1. Representation of how the methodology works with input, calculated database marker, 

and projected output. 

2.2 Recording and Database 

The next stage is to access the feature extractions for recording and to use the database. In order 

to create the database, the system must run through datasets blind for manual recording of the 

emotion and movement names so that they get sorted as animation clips. Once there is enough data 

sorted by first emotion and then movement type, then the extracted information can be used with 

the database. However, the outputs or predictions are meant for the prediction module which 

includes a separate methodology that solely uses the resulted folder of sorted movements by 

emotion along with the recorded 3D and 2D coordinates for further motion matching. The use of 
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the coordinate systems is to match specific planar movements through mathematical evaluation 

which is labeled in Figure 2.1 as Mathematical Matching. It is named this due to how the Vector3 

values of the coordinates change over time and as such many motions are calculated and matched 

with the real-time movements in order to give the prediction module verified information on what 

the motion can be. 

 

2.3 Prediction Analysis 

In the final stage, the prediction module, the system now has a clear idea of what movement is 

being used and what emotion the subject is exhibiting. The only issue is how it must be real-time 

and have the future movement to have the option of being altered at any moment for multiple 

future movements. This is where the Unity Game Engine’s preview package, Kinematica, from 

Unity Labs comes in. 

 

Figure 2. Kinematica Algorithm [6]. 

To be able to determine if the movement has changed mid-prediction, all previous poses of 

the animation must be recorded and compared to predict at each pose, which is identified as 

Locomotion within the Kinematica package. This is done with the Kinematica Algorithm as seen 

in Figure 2.1. Afterwards, the prediction occurs with a nearest neighbor neural network search to 

find the closest possible animation that is meant to play as the prediction. Even though the poses 

is very costly due to being a super-matrix of three-dimensional coordinates, the use of the nearest 

neighbor approach makes search time for prediction to be 0.05 milliseconds. In regards to training 
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with videos, this can be done repeatedly until the prediction matches the video which brings back 

the focus on larger database leads to higher accuracy. 

  

Figure 3. Kinematica Nearest Neighbor Search Neural Network Algorithm [6]  
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CHAPTER III: System Design 

3.1 Model Framework 

The system starts with an input for real-time, most likely a live feed video such as a webcam, and 

has a requirement of at least twelve feet away from a camera at four feet of height for an average 

height person. The main cause for this requirement is due to a square resolution ratio of recording 

from the camera that requires the upper to lower regions of the body shown, mainly head and feet. 

This is necessary so that the anchors are in place for the ResNets to piece together what the other 

parts of the body as long as there are identifying features of joints. If there is too much color 

overlap to where wrinkles in clothing or bends of joints are unable to be seen, then the recorded 

motion might overlap. 

Once the inputs are taken in, the motion is recorded by the ResNets, first as one for the 2D 

coordinates of the video for animation direction control due to its 2D input and second as an 

animation file to 3D movement. The 2D input is recorded as xy coordinates that are required for 

directional movements that move solely on the x plane, y plane, or both at the same rate. This 

allows for large movements such as jumping, walking, side step, or any movements with arms and 

legs that run parallel to the camera. The 3D input is recorded as xyz coordinates that give depth to 

the tracking system so that movement going forward or backwards with the body or limbs are seen 

in the z plane. This is also meant for the smaller movements such as pitching, stretching, or any 

workout poses along with pacing to a stop since these motions have a tendency to have 

displacement along the z axis. By including this, many basic movements can be recorded with 

either the full body or shared keypoints between the two ResNets. More advanced movements 
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would cancel the identification of these movements and require motion matching along with 

further mathematical matching and keypoint operation calculations to be added to the database. 

These ResNets’ layering are shown below. 

 

Figure 4. ResNet50 on ImageNet 

 

Figure 5. ThreeDPoseBarracuda’s altered ResNet34 trained on ImageNet with 3d heatmaps 
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At the same time, the emotion is displayed as real-time detection and will only be recorded 

based on user manual input of timed capture. These will then be sorted into highest scored emotion 

and closest matching motion. The emotion module does this by first taking a snapshot of the video 

feed, saving it, loading it as input and then detecting for faces. Once a face is found, it is scanned 

with the Dlib 68 facial landmarks data file to plot the keypoints before running the keypoints 

through the FURIA Algorithm, which can be found in Appendix 1. The FURIA algorithm 

calculations the cosine degrees between each keypoint in order to calculate what emotion is being 

shown. Once detected, the result is moved to the prediction module with the 2D and 3D 

coordinates.  

 

Figure 6. Emotion Detection Process. 

In the prediction module, it then compares each pose to determine if the initial inputs it 

received from the motion tracking and emotion had changed. At this point, it will adjust the motion 

but keep the emotion, allowing for the database folders to be searched to go down to 14.3% of its 

original size. Once it does a nearest neighbor search, it will play the matching animations that 

change with each pose change at 0.05 milliseconds to approach real-time prediction. The process 

is seen on screen as the input video feed at the front and then the prediction on the side. The 

prediction is depicted with any 3d model that has all bones required for Unity humanoid animation 

for more accurate animations in relation to the predicted animation. The process is seen as scanning 
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the 68 facial landmarks for emotion, gathering the 3d motion vector3 transforms for diagonal and 

z-axis movements, collecting the 2d video coordinates for y-axis and x-axis movements, and then 

projecting the 3d movement representation. This is further shown in figure 3.7 below. All of these 

processes run parallel to each other to prevent internal data overlap and so that the neural networks 

do not work on top of each other. In this way, the prediction module predicts motion based off of 

the 3D and 2D coordinates but as seen as the user selects when to capture the emotion, the 

prediction module accepts it and becomes visible to the user with the adjusted movements based 

on emotion. Due to the various emotions that a subject may emit, it is imperative for a still emotion 

frame to be selected for the prediction module to work appropriately. If it starts from the beginning, 

then there would be no previous motions and human habits for it to use in order to predict the next 

frame’s movement. 

 

Figure 7. Project progression. 

 3.2 Methodology Comparison 

What makes this methodology so different from other methods is that it does not have a direct 

comparison as a whole but rather in stages. With this being so, the closest variation would be 

related to the methods seen when used with the Soul Dancer dataset and the methods used by 
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Microsoft for hand localization. The methodology would be somewhat similar to Microsoft’s, but 

with the exception of focusing on emotion and also trajectory instead of searching for a single 

feature. This multi-feature detection system is extensive on resources but by having many 

ResNets instead of the one 3D CNN as seen in G. Xu et al’s multi-model fusion, it removes the 

need of the CNN-RNN hybrid for recording the action. Seeing as to how this also merges the 

features into separate discernible parts, it also includes more in depth features that focus on the 

muscles in the face to enhance the emotions being shown. This use of skeletal feature selection 

is similar to Yi Wei et al’s stacked relation network but instead of solely the body, it will be used 

with emphasis on the face and key point joints used unconsciously to express emotion such as 

shoulders, waist, and fingers on hands. 

By focusing on the emotion revealing areas of the human body and where the most stress and 

muscle effect lay to express both prior injury and future reaction, this system will be focusing on 

more than just the resting standard emotion for an understanding of both human anatomy and 

emotion. Even though it will not focus on the scientific body, it will stay in the technological 

phase to have deep learning identify and recognize on the human level of what will happen. The 

advantages of this process are to be able to pinpoint prediction based on real-time frame by frame 

understanding of what a human may be thinking as they move. Through full feature collection 

and having the accuracy of the ResNet multilayer system, it is expected to outperform its singular 

network counterparts with higher accuracy and full body representation. Then when applying the 

understanding of human emotion, reaction, and possible movement, the system may then be able 

to convey what will happen next. It is expected for this system to have more graphic descriptions 

than its predecessors for more accurate understanding of the source material. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 

In this section, the experimental results of the Unity Game Engine prediction framework are 

described along with the resulting database from said experiments. The rate of growth of 

accuracy is discussed as well. Then the system is compared against other methods for prediction 

and recognition. 

4.1 Data Collection and Training 

In this section, the amount of animations, folders, and predicted movements are recorded with 

their accuracy based on its own growth. The growth worked directly with the categorizations 

where if trained on one movement, the system may learn how to predict through pose but when 

regarding emotion, it becomes more accurate. However, that is one movement in one direction 

which leads to a need for omnidirections and movements. With the base animations of walk 

forward, towards back, left, right, diagonal left, diagonal right, and jump up categorized by each 

of the seven emotions, it is possible to have high accuracy for basic movement prediction. This 

is shown in the below graph based on standard movements and database size categorized by 

emotion. 
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Figure 8. Equation of accuracy growth (log(𝑥𝑥4)√𝑥𝑥) based on size of database sorted into seven 

different directional movements for seven different emotions.  

The HDM05 dataset contained omnidirectional movements necessary for walking forwards, 

away from the camera towards the back, and diagonally left and right. The high action 

movements were not included in the training process due to the testing datasets being low action 

movements focusing on large motions asides from specific arm movements. This laid down the 

baseline movements for walking as well as added to fast actions in training as shown in Table 

4.1. When stepping through the HDM05 dataset, emotion was detected and recorded in the first 

column of the table. For the major movements along the xy and z axis, the most properly recorded 

ones were listed in the second column along with the corresponding xyz coordinates that change 

at a constant rate for the whole body. Then for prediction percentage, it is calculated by finding 

the success rate of predicting the exact positioning with the visualization 3d model used in 

comparison to side-by-side copies of the visualization 3d model. These side-by-side incorrect 

copies are spawned to either side of the model at 0.5 lengths so that they start at the center of the 

model and protrude to either side. They are used solely as measurement for prediction since they 

run alongside the ground truth 3d tracking model which runs parallel to the prediction. With the 

copies following the prediction model, it is possible to calculate the difference of coordinate 

overlap of the ground truth over either copy’s half body. The amount that bypasses their half 
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body, or the end of the prediction model, is seen as prediction error and as such what is still inside 

the perimeter is the prediction percentage. 

 Emotion Tested Movement Category - Legs Prediction 
Percentage 

Walk Forward Neutral 
Happy 

Walk (+z) 1.00  

Walk Towards 
Back 

- Walk (-z) 1.00 

Diagonal Left Neutral 
Happy 
Sadness 

Diagonal (left hip ±xy) 0.73 

Diagonal Right Neutral 
Happy 
Sadness 

Diagonal (right hip ±xy) 0.78 

Table 1. HDM05 Dataset for Omni-directional movement. 

Then with the MoVi dataset, it was used as training for simple movement recording and 

prediction in single x or y axis planes as shown in Table 4.2. These table is formed with the 

emotions from the datasets that were found and tested on, the movement category, and prediction 

percentage with accurate tracking against the ground truth as described for Table 4.1. Since the 

motion is in specific xyz directions, this simplified predictions and only needed the gait of the 

subject identified to properly predict and that was where the z-axis coordinates from the 

ResNet34 came into place along with emotion.  The more aggressive the emotion such as Anger, 

Happy, or Surprise, the less accurate the reading was due to spontaneous joint coordinate 

movements and moving outside of capture zone. However, for Disgust, Fear, Neutral, and Sad, 

the movements were more controlled and easier to track and predict. Though, for single axis 

movements, emotion was not a factor in prediction due to all joints moving in one direction. 
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 Emotion Tested Movement Category - Legs Prediction Percentage 
Walk Left Angry 

Neutral 
Happy 

Walk (+x) 1.00 

Walk Right Angry 
Neutral 
Happy 

Walk (-x) 1.00 

Side Step Left Neutral 
Happy 

Side Step (left hip -x) 0.72 

Side Step Right Neutral 
Happy 

Side Step (right hip -x) 0.95 

Pace Left 
(stop and turn) 

Neutral Walk (right foot ±|z|) 0.92 

Pace Right 
(stop and turn) 

Neutral Walk (left foot ±|z|) 0.87 

Jump Happy 
Surprise 

Jump (+y) 1.00 

Table 2. MoVi Dataset – basic movements. 

 

Within the MoVi Dataset were also active actions such as kicking, hand gestures, moving 

objects, sitting, and standing up, but they were omitted from direction data due to lack of 

individual movement variation. They were static positions with the tracking and prediction 

starting once the movement begins and that motion was too fast to accurately state the time 

difference between prediction and live motion except for by frame instead of the wanted seconds. 

However, the prediction did accurately track the direction due to pose joint movement and 

rotation. This is why even though not shown in data training, they were used in the testing of the 

Human 3.6M dataset. 
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4.2 Testing and Training 

The testing of the Human 3.6M dataset found results to be most conclusive on forwards and 

sideways movements. However, when facing away from the camera, the movements were 

narrowed down to prediction only by movement due to the lack of emotion detection. The motion 

groups selected from the Human 3.6M dataset were Directions, Eating, and Greetings due to 

their multiple different movements around the testing room in various orientations. Also, these 

were selected due to how the other groups were mostly idle animations, combination of these 

three, or were meant to work alongside an additional person which invalidates its use for singular 

subject motion. Due to the nature of the Human 3.6M dataset, the video files for data 

experimentation were from different camera angles to maximize possible tracking and 

prediction. As the experiments continued, the predictions became more accurate since each 

animation was recorded and sorted as either a match or combination of animations with rotation 

according to the xy-axis coordinates of the ResNet50 outputs. By using previous motions, this 

allowed for back-facing motions at the end of the dataset motion groups to be predicted easier, 

but with a margin of error on depth of field due to lack of emotion.  

The results of these groups of motions and the motions inside each group are listed below in 

Table 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. These table shows how much of the input time, the emotion detected 

matches the ground truth emotion of the video for emotion categorization. The second part of the 

table state how much the predicted movement was accurate in a {0} – {1} percentage based on 

ground truth and a 3d model stride length away from the ground truth as explained in the training 

section. All of these are split by which way the subject was facing, front or back, and then 

averaged by the amount of takes on each side. With the Human 3.6M dataset, there was a total 

of four different camera angles per side the subject was facing, but all of the movements were 
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the same. Instead of averaging all eight angles, they were split to front and back due to emotion 

tracking required to make more accurate tracking.  

All time detected for emotion is in image frames and prediction percentage is done in 30fps 

in 6 frame segments for calculation.  However, outside of the datasets used to train prediction, 

Unity Kinematica had pre-trained motion matching prediction for walking, running, circle, 

pacing, and pick up small object movements allowing for higher accuracy when combined with 

the trained data. Also, since the motions are fed in first from the back and then front, simple 

movements are recorded and labeled accordingly to allow the front angles to identify better, but 

complex movements are unable to be understood directly. This is the case for hand gestures and 

movements due to the focus on leg movements, fighting, and exercise movements from the 

trained datasets. Hence why movements done with subject facing the back are more assumed 

movements instead of fully calculated predictions in accordance to the framework methodology. 

This is how this methodology outperforms other methods with its dynamic database that can add 

onto its own trained data. Instead of retraining the neural networks and rerunning the tests from 

the start, this only needs to record and label the animations. The next step is to sort them and 

state which coordinates move as they pertain to the body as a whole or individual keypoint 

values. With each change to the database during training, it takes minimal time and allows for 

on the go corrections. 
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Directions Emotion 
Tested 

Time 
Detected 
(frames) 

Movement Category Prediction 
Percentage 

Side Front Front Back Front Back Front 
Read Map Anger 60 Hands Hands 0.75 0.88 
Trace Map Neutral 60 StretchArms StretchArms 0.52 0.84 
Visualize 
Map 

Happy 45 Point Point 0.36 0.54 

Give 
Direction 

n/a n/a Pick Up Pick Up 0.74 0.75 

Let Pass n/a n/a PaceRight 
+Idle 

PaceRight +Idle 0.78 0.85 

Walk 
Forward 

Anger 30 Walk (+z) Walk (+z) 1.00 1.00 

Spin Arm 
Left 

Neutral 22 Pitch  
(-z+yz) 

Spin Arm (left 
shoulder/arm +yz) 

0.21 0.25 

Spin Arm 
Right 

Neutral 22 Pitch 
(-z+yz) 

Spin Arm(left 
shoulder/arm +yz) 

0.43 0.84 

Table 3. Human 3.6M Directions Motion Group. 

Discussing Emotion 
Tested 

Time 
Detected 
(frames) 

Movement Category Prediction 
Percentage 

Side Front Front Back Front Back Front 
Pace Left Anger 30 Walk(right 

foot +x±|z|) 
Walk(right foot 
+x±|z|) 

0.95 0.96 

Pace Right Anger 30 Walk(left foot 
-x±|z|) 

Walk(left foot -
x±|z|) 

0.83 0.96 

Move Box n/a 15 n/a Move Box n/a 0.24 
Open Box n/a 15 n/a Move Box n/a 0.68 
Sit on Box Neutral 30 Sit (constant 

lower leg y, -y 
hip) 

Sit (constant 
lower leg y, -y 
hip) 

1.00 1.00 

Stand Up Neutral 15 Stand Up 
(constant 
lower leg y, 
+y hip) 

Stand Up 
(constant lower 
leg y, +y hip) 

1.00 1.00 

Kick Box Neutral 
Happy 

11 Kick Kick 0.41 0.85 

Move to 
box 

Neutral 15 Diagonal (left 
hip ±xy) 

Diagonal (left 
hip ±xy) 

0.37 0.71 

Pick up 
box 

Happy 30 n/a Pick up box n/a 0.86 

Table 4. Human 3.6M Discussing Motion Group. 
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Eating Emotion 
Tested 

Time 
Detected 
(frames) 

Movement Category Prediction 
Percentage 

Side Front Front Back Front Back Front 
Sit Angry 15 Sit Sit 1.00 1.00 
Reach for 
Food 

Disgust 9 Pick Up 
Object 

Pick Up Object 0.79 0.98 

Bring to 
Mouth 

Happy 
Disgust 

3 Picture Eat (handIndexes 
constant +xzy) 

0.73 0.91 

Drink Happy 3 Scratch 
Head 

Drink (handIndexes 
constant +zy) 

0.50 0.78 

Stand Up Happy 22 Stand Up Stand Up 1.00 1.00 
Circle Neutral 150 Circle Circle 1.00 1.00 
Walk Drink Happy 7 Skiing Drink + Walk 

(handIndexes 
constant +zy) 

0.50 0.78 

Walk Eat Happy 
Surprise 

7 Skiing Eat + Walk 
(handIndexes 
constant +xzy) 

0.49 0.81 

Table 5. Human 3.6M Eating Motion Group. 

In order to analyze the data outputs, first was to take a snapshot at any single moment of the 

inputted video feed (live or recorded) and then start sorting for prediction. From the time the feed 

starts to the point of snapshot, the prediction visual 3d model is following the ResNet34’s 

movement matching as it awaits instruction. Once the snapshot occurs, it determines what 

emotion is shown by saving and then loading the snapshot into the emotion module that first 

detects a face and then uses the FURIA algorithm on the detected Dlib 68 points to find the 

emotion. As this occurs, each unique animation is tracked as separate actions due to the act of 

repetition of coordinate transforms and as such have the time detected frames recorded. This was 

then double-checked manually in post-test with the recorded animation file of the full video feed. 

The next section is the movement category which uses detected emotion to sort to movements 

and then mathematical matching via coordinate transform matching to database values. This 

finds the most appropriate movement for prediction, but in this case with the Human 3.6M 

dataset, there were back facing and forward facing camera segments. This allowed for on-site 
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training from the facing away from camera sections to increase the accuracy of the forward facing 

prediction. This prediction percentage is calculated the same way as for the initial Table 4.1 but 

with a more trained database to match the current testing dataset. 

After seeing the results, it was found that this framework does not predict well when motion 

is directed to the left side or positive x-axis, but it works a much higher prediction percentage on 

full body movements. Though, going along the right side or negative x-axis was seen to be 

predicted at almost twice the amount as the positive x-axis, meaning that the bounding detection 

and prediction needs to be improved. However, for all movements that had only one possible 

movement for them such as sit, stand, circle (move at consistent xyz change), walk forward, 

jump, walk left, or walk right, there was only one possible prediction for each case, leading to a 

maximum value of {1}. The more repeating movements such as the eating motion group was 

also a sign of this due to allowing the predictions to learn as the motion continued. This also 

means that more data is required to include further possible actions and more accurate 

identification via coordinate transforms between the many different movements. 

4.3 Performance comparison with other methods 

When comparing with other methods such as Zhang et al’s autoregressive model on latent 

presentation of video, it is seen to match in part of methodology but then changes in accuracy [33]. 

In the prior motion for future prediction using 3D and 2D annotations, they show that nearest 

neighbor by itself has a weaker performance when matching frames together throughout. This is 

due to using only the xy plane instead of also using the z plane. However, that is also how this 

framework starts out as well until poses are made, making the first frame weaker. Their method 

also focused on image frames solely for fast actions instead of including further movements which 
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was the main focus of this prediction project. While Zhang et al’s project can accurately predict 

the future of frames, this project’s focus was for full motions and as such, the frames were to be 

exact based on Vector3 transforms of the x, y, and z-axis. The comparisons are recorded below in 

Table 4.6 with various frames used and comparing with the overall average of the Human 3.6M 

prediction percentage error on front facing testing data based on frame count. However, due to the 

uniqueness of motion prediction with emotion on random human movements, this was the only 

found method for comparison to the proposed method. 

Method Human3.6M Reconst ↓ 
1 5 10 20 30 

Nearest 
Neighbor 

90.3 95.1 100.6 84.3 90.4 

Constant  59.7 65.3 72.8 84.3 90.4 
AR on 
pose 
space 

57.8 61.7 66.7 75.3 82.6 

No 
Lmovie 
strip    

56.9 59.2 61.1 61.9 65.3 

AR on 
latent 
space 

57.7 59.5 61.1 62.1 65.1 

Proposed 55.4 58.3 60.2 63.5 64.7 
Table 6. Comparison against [35] with various frames with average error rates per frame. 

The Table 4.6 goes over the baseline methods of Nearest Neighbor Search and Constant 

along with the three different methods Zhang et al experimented with before setting the 

autoregressive model on latent space as their main model. Then it is compared to the proposed 

method with emotion. When considering the first frames of motion, the proposed method is at a 

constant advantage due to xyz coordinate matching. However, once reaching the 20 frames, the 

average of 15-22 frames was used based on how accurate they were at each variation. Due to the 

training and testing data, this had increased error that needs to be adjusted due to the system’s 

weaker detection of the left side of the body. At the time of comparison, the database for motion 
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matching was relatively small compared to the many different possible human poses, so it requires 

more training for better accuracy. However, when hitting the 30 frames and longer movements, 

the motion started to repeat motions which the system is able to calculate easier due to repeated 

xyz coordinate transforms. This makes outperform the existing methods since as the database 

grows, motions matched by coordinate transforms, and motions sorted by emotion, the database 

only becomes more accurate. Through the use of dynamic learning without needing to retrain the 

neural networks, the speed of retraining is faster than the neural network only based methods and 

the accuracy error decreases instead of plateauing as more data is added. 
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, a Unity Gaming Engine framework was developed to predict human movement in 

real-time, based on their previous positions and emotions exhibited. This was developed with 

high speed algorithms such as ResNet50 and ResNet34 on ImageNet for motion, FURIA 

algorithm for emotion, and nearest neighbor neural network for prediction. The result was that 

the prediction would take 0.05 milliseconds after emotion is selected to start its prediction paths. 

It does follow the motion at first but with lower accuracy until emotion is given. As its database 

grew, the accuracy grew as well, leading the prediction to near match real-time movement. 

In the future, a mobile adaptation of this project would be best to fully utilize the augmented 

reality facial and hand tracking for further accuracy in prediction. Though, since the accuracy 

depends on the database, there is a need to reduce database size without reducing accuracy. 

Further investigations into memory safety and resource usage is needed to fix this issue, but as 

long as the prediction module does not lose speed, it is acceptable until main memory becomes 

a drawback. 
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APPENDIX I 

FURIA Fuzzy Rules (37 Rules): 

• Rule 1: (Cosine30 in [159.608, 160.424, inf, inf]) and (Cosine35 in [30.0655, 30.2536, inf, 

inf]) = > Emotions = Happy (CF = 0.97) 

• Rule 2: (Cosine31 in [−inf, −inf, 9.85016, 9.96286]) and (Cosine51 in [35.5078, 35.5856, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine10 in [22.9748, 23.0757, inf, inf]) and (Cosine0 in [−inf, −inf, 

24.8358, 24.9599]) = > Emotions = Happy (CF = 0.98) 

• Rule 3: (Cosine32 in [−inf, −inf, 13.8022, 14.6793]) and (Cosine34 in [25.1647, 25.4542, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine50 in [3.7724, 3.79234, inf, inf]) and (Cosine48 in [64.551, 66.8476, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Happy (CF = 0.9) 

• Rule 4: (Cosine31 in [−inf, −inf, 12.4074, 16.2636]) and (Cosine35 in [25.6426, 27.0878, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine37 in [21.4168, 21.5797, inf, inf]) and (Cosine0 in [−inf, −inf, 

21.1748, 21.9187]) = > Emotions = Happy (CF = 0.95) 

• Rule 5: (Cosine32 in [−inf, −inf, 5.15255, 5.16574]) and (Cosine32 in [4.97626, 5.05265, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Happy (CF = 0.66) 

• Rule 6: (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 15.1591, 15.3646]) and (Cosine42 in [−inf, −inf, 73.6283, 

74.5163]) and (Cosine32 in [17.9646, 17.9917, inf, inf]) and (Cosine13 in [68.61, 70.3929, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine37 in [−inf, −inf, 22.5483, 22.8643]) = > Emotions = Sad (CF = 0.94) 
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• Rule 7: (Cosine33 in [142.341, 142.606, inf, inf]) and (Cosine44 in [51.9081, 52.9607, inf, 

inf]) and (Cosine50 in [−inf, −inf, 3.15842, 3.18719]) and (Cosine31 in [14.1431, 14.4425, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Sad (CF = 0.82) 

• Rule 8: (Cosine46 in [−inf, −inf, 84.9609, 85.074]) and (Cosine51 in [36.248, 36.6846, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Sad (CF = 0.81) 

• Rule 9: (Cosine42 in [−inf, −inf, 54.362, 54.4623]) and (Cosine3 in [49.4672, 53.9726, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine18 in [48.7314, 48.7806, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Sad (CF = 0.84) 

• Rule 10: (Cosine1 in [−inf, −inf, 6.82602, 7.03498]) and (Cosine15 in [14.5889, 15.0512, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Sad (CF = 0.53) 

• Rule 11: (Cosine30 in [−inf, −inf, 126.304, 149.554]) and (Cosine34 in [33.9611, 34.0477, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Surprise (CF = 0.99) 

• Rule 12: (Cosine8 in [40.2461, 40.3331, inf, inf]) and (Cosine12 in [−inf, −inf, 45.1865, 

45.2721]) = > Emotions = Surprise (CF = 0.98) 

• Rule 13: (Cosine17 in [17.0409, 17.0477, inf, inf]) and (Cosine17 in [−inf, −inf, 17.1027, 

17.1054]) = > Emotions = Surprise (CF = 0.68) 

• Rule 14: (Cosine48 in [−inf, −inf, 42.3974, 43.2472]) = > Emotions = Surprise (CF = 0.6) 

• Rule 15: (Cosine26 in [38.6598, 40.2364, inf, inf]) and (Cosine50 in [3.61388, 3.62035, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine19 in [86.8202, 87.1376, inf, inf]) and (Cosine32 in [−inf, −inf, 

22.3228, 22.4199]) and (Cosine44 in [48.7314, 48.8141, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Fear (CF 

= 0.9) 

• Rule 16: (Cosine49 in [−inf, −inf, 95.8395, 96.2791]) and (Cosine49 in [93.3419, 94.0108, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine8 in [35.0195, 35.6748, inf, inf]) and (Cosine30 in [112.548, 127.911, 

inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Fear (CF = 0.84) 
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• Rule 17: (Cosine33 in [113.647, 120.77, inf, inf]) and (Cosine35 in [19.8265, 20.2393, inf, 

inf]) and (Cosine22 in [41.6335, 41.8665, inf, inf]) and (Cosine51 in [34.8844, 35.0913, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine12 in [−inf, −inf, 56.658, 56.7193]) = > Emotions = Fear (CF = 0.87) 

• Rule 18: (Cosine26 in [−inf, −inf, 26.9489, 27.5973]) and (Cosine8 in [−inf, −inf, 25.3267, 

26.1046]) and (Cosine21 in [59.7436, 60.0864, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Disgust (CF = 

0.96) 

• Rule 19: (Cosine26 in [−inf, −inf, 35.8377, 36.2538]) and (Cosine30 in [−inf, −inf, 

151.318, 151.76]) and (Cosine35 in [18.6981, 18.7149, inf, inf]) and (Cosine8 in [−inf, 

−inf, 25.9913, 26.0754]) and (Cosine50 in [3.1012, 3.21448, inf, inf]) and (Cosine51 in 

[−inf, −inf, 40.4826, 40.6054]) = > Emotions = Disgust (CF = 0.96) 

• Rule 20: (Cosine26 in [−inf, −inf, 35.4509, 35.8195]) and (Cosine30 in [−inf, −inf, 

160.168, 160.675]) and (Cosine42 in [91.4652, 91.8476, inf, inf]) and (Cosine9 in 

[28.8713, 31.4661, inf, inf]) and (Cosine16 in [−inf, −inf, 151.557, 151.794]) = > Emotions 

= Disgust (CF = 0.94) 

• Rule 21: (Cosine28 in [−inf, −inf, 38.1572, 38.3107]) and (Cosine31 in [7.43669, 10.1433, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine26 in [−inf, −inf, 30.9638, 31.4521]) and (Cosine4 in [−inf, −inf, 

46.4321, 46.5831]) and (Cosine45 in [74.4759, 75.0686, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Disgust 

(CF = 0.94) 

• Rule 22: (Cosine28 in [−inf, −inf, 38.1572, 38.3782]) and (Cosine32 in [8.70181, 8.71473, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine9 in [35.9909, 36.1861, inf, inf]) and (Cosine8 in [−inf, −inf, 27.817, 

27.929]) and (Cosine14 in [−inf, −inf, 46.8177, 47.5595]) and (Cosine8 in [17.2892, 

18.9069, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Disgust (CF = 0.93) 
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• Rule 23: (Cosine28 in [−inf, −inf, 38.1572, 39.6233]) and (Cosine32 in [15.3773, 15.6442, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine23 in [−inf, −inf, 90, 92.4002]) and (Cosine6 in [34.6599, 35.2154, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine2 in [144.482, 144.492, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Disgust (CF = 0.9) 

• Rule 24: (Cosine10 in [−inf, −inf, 26.4547, 27.2133]) and (Cosine17 in [13.8931, 14.1754, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine11 in [−inf, −inf, 117.723, 118.822]) and (Cosine7 in [112.807, 

113.395, inf, inf]) and (Cosine0 in [−inf, −inf, 24.2531, 28.1416]) = > Emotions = Disgust 

(CF = 0.86) 

• Rule 25: (Cosine7 in [115.258, 117.446, inf, inf]) and (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 17.2653, 

19.2307]) and (Cosine30 in [152.184, 152.257, inf, inf]) and (Cosine36 in [141.526, 

141.77, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.93) 

• Rule 26: (Cosine11 in [122.859, 124.442, inf, inf]) and (Cosine22 in [33.0558, 33.6901, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine8 in [−inf, −inf, 21.139, 21.5363]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.9) 

• Rule 27: (Cosine11 in [114.76, 115.918, inf, inf]) and (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 17.0449, 

17.049]) and (Cosine39 in [−inf, −inf, 137.883, 138.125]) and (Cosine19 in [86.0353, 

86.1859, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.82) 

• Rule 28: (Cosine11 in [123.048, 124.509, inf, inf]) and (Cosine51 in [−inf, −inf, 33.6707, 

33.6995]) and (Cosine18 in [52.6819, 53.231, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.83) 

• Rule 29: (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 22.8636, 23.1986]) and (Cosine31 in [−inf, −inf, 

10.1964, 10.3628]) and (Cosine46 in [−inf, −inf, 107.21, 107.447]) and (Cosine47 in [−inf, 

−inf, 3.29176, 3.4244]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.82) 

• Rule 30: (Cosine5 in [−inf, −inf, 68.4986, 68.8774]) and (Cosine35 in [−inf, −inf, 18.6981, 

18.7149]) and (Cosine13 in [−inf, −inf, 66.8664, 67.7345]) and (Cosine51 in [−inf, −inf, 

39.3543, 39.4115]) = > Emotions = Anger (CF = 0.92) 
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• Rule 31: (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 26.5651, 26.7055]) and (Cosine20 in [39.2894, 39.6233, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine45 in [−inf, −inf, 78.9618, 78.9745]) and (Cosine38 in [19.9831, 

20.0674, inf, inf]) and (Cosine8 in [−inf, −inf, 35.4327, 36.92]) and (Cosine30 in [−inf, 

−inf, 156.633, 157.079]) and (Cosine44 in [38.5527, 38.6598, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = 

Neutral (CF = 0.98) 

• Rule 32: (Cosine35 in [−inf, −inf, 27.2363, 27.3464]) and (Cosine28 in [38.1572, 38.6598, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine6 in [38.9806, 39.1219, inf, inf]) and (Cosine50 in [−inf, −inf, 

3.61388, 3.64164]) and (Cosine45 in [−inf, −inf, 79.5199, 79.6952]) = > Emotions = 

Neutral (CF = 0.95) 

• Rule 33: (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 28.1313, 28.9551]) and (Cosine28 in [38.1572, 38.4537, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine9 in [39.7376, 39.8419, inf, inf]) and (Cosine19 in [−inf, −inf, 

86.6335, 87.0364]) and (Cosine50 in [−inf, −inf, 3.61207, 3.62575]) = > Emotions = 

Neutral (CF = 0.93) 

• Rule 34: (Cosine34 in [−inf, −inf, 26.8913, 26.9486]) and (Cosine20 in [33.6901, 35.8195, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine12 in [−inf, −inf, 58.3317, 58.6666]) and (Cosine22 in [−inf, −inf, 

38.7933, 39.0939]) and (Cosine33 in [−inf, −inf, 152.969, 152.971]) and (Cosine43 in 

[50.7021, 50.8786, inf, inf]) = > Emotions = Neutral (CF = 0.94) 

• Rule 35: (Cosine33 in [88.1516, 121.909, inf, inf]) and (Cosine28 in [38.1572, 38.6238, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine51 in [−inf, −inf, 35.422, 36.0181]) and (Cosine43 in [−inf, −inf, 

51.481, 51.6839]) and (Cosine32 in [13.4486, 13.6831, inf, inf]) and (Cosine26 in [−inf, 

−inf, 43.2643, 43.3844]) and (Cosine36 in [−inf, −inf, 146.691, 146.723]) = > Emotions = 

Neutral (CF = 0.97) 
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• Rule 36: (Cosine35 in [−inf, −inf, 29.0332, 32.685]) and (Cosine8 in [26.5308, 26.5651, 

inf, inf]) and (Cosine29 in [−inf, −inf, 85.6013, 85.9144]) and (Cosine44 in [−inf, −inf, 

51.953, 52.0023]) and (Cosine5 in [−inf, −inf, 75.7986, 76.0875]) and (Cosine18 in [−inf, 

−inf, 61.0736, 64.9831]) = > Emotions = Neutral (CF = 0.95) 

• Rule 37: (Cosine33 in [118.764, 120.426, inf, inf]) and (Cosine27 in [−inf, −inf, 57.0948, 

64.7327]) and (Cosine49 in [104.517, 104.534, inf, inf]) and (Cosine51 in [−inf, −inf, 

33.918, 34.2595]) and (Cosine5 in [73.3444, 73.7261, inf, inf]) and (Cosine33 in [−inf, 

−inf, 136.4, 149.673]) = > Emotions = Neutral (CF = 0.96) 
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